
Minutes of the Essnet big data II -  WPK 
Meeting 

Lisbon 

13th of May, 9:30 until 17.00 

14th of May, 9:00 until 12.30 

 

Participants:  Sonia Quaresma (PT), Piet Daas (NL), Jacek Maslankowski (PL), Tiziana Tuoto (IT), 

Alexander Kowarik (AT), Magdalena Six (AT), David Salgado (ES) 

 

Main topics of the meeting and the presenting person in brackets: 

- Quality Guidelines  (Alex/Magdalena ) (structure, wording, content) 

- Typification (Sonia) 

- Quality reporting template (Magdalena) (structure) 

- Literature review (Jacek) 

- Methodology (Piet) 

- Pilots track meeting in Vienna in December (schedule, structure along Quality, Methods and 

Typification) 

 

Day 1 

Quality Guidelines 
 

The structure of our quality guidelines  follows the idea by Ricciato et al (2019) to not consider big 

data as one new data source (next to survey data and administrative data), but to differentiate 

within new (big) data sources and to define so called data-classes, such as Mobile Phone Network 

Data, Smart Meta Data etc.  

Further, we also borrow their idea to subdivide the typical throughput-phase of the statistical 

production process into the phase “Deriving Statistical Data from Raw Data” and into the phase 

“Usage of the Derived Statistical Data for the Production of Statistical Output”. The first part of the 

troughput-phase includes the “convergence layer” as named by Ricciato. 

This chapter will be structured along the data-classes, which are part of ESSnet2 (matching the WPs). 
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There was an intense discussion at the meeting about the most appropriate terminology. The 

following was agreed to: 

Intermediate data:  

- does not depend on the technology any longer, with which/under which it is was generated 

(for example intermediate data based on MNO raw data does not depend on 3G, 4G or 5G). 

- is operator/data-holder agnostic 

- for some data classes, intermediate data and statistical data can be the same 

- Discussion if intermediate data from raw data is unique ->yes, but statistical data might 

depend on the intended statistical use and therefore is not unique for a given raw data input. 

- Discussion, how far one has to go back in the process if one wants different/ additional 

statistical output 
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- So intermediate data is just the first step of convergence, e.g. harmonized resolutions / grid 

sizes between different suppliers of image data for EOD or the step from signalling data to 

positions for MNO 

 

Statistical data: 

- is the data, from which the statistical output is calculated, using the usual statistical 

methods. 

In the quality guidelines, we will have an extra introductory chapter “2.1 Definitions and 

explanations” to the chapter “2. From Raw Data to Statistical data”. In this chapter we will cover the 

conceptual processes as well as the quality dimensions. 

Thus, for every data class covered in a sub-chapter of chapter 2, we can refer to this introduction and 

do not have to repeat the general ideas in every chapter, but only the data class specific issues 

should be reported in the subchapters.. 

About the quality guidelines themselves: 

- No indicators will be stated in the guidelines, this will only happen in the template. 

- The guidelines are very general at the moment. 

We should cover the more general part in the introductory chapter of 2.1, and be more data-

class specific in the data class sub chapters 

- The guidelines are rather descriptive, no prescriptions at the moment 

- Discussion what we expect from guidelines: more a guide when someone thinks about using 

a new data source, or much more specific? 

- Focus on the three levels of satisfaction for quality guidelines 

o be aware of problems / uncertainties etc 

o take a decision 

o Apply a model (for eg undercoverage) 

- Give examples how specific quality problems with the respective data class have been 

handled in the ESSnet II. 

- It can also be a guideline to simply and clearly state that it was not possible to solve specific 

problems  

 

Quality Guidelines – First Chapter “Input Phase / Source” 

Discussion: Should the guidelines cover the technologies used in the input phase to turn raw data to 

intermediate data? Statistical work only starts with intermediate data. 

We do not measure the quality of the raw data, we measure – in case of mobile phone data – the 

quality of the data from the MNO (intermediate data). Still, the NSI should have the general 

knowledge/insight about the technologies leading to the intermediate data, this will be covered in 

general terms in the source chapter.  



Which guidelines are useful depends very much on the question, if the NSI is the data owner itself, 

and if not, if the technological steps from the raw data to the intermediate data is happening on-

premise or off-premise. Thus, we will structure the first chapter as follows (who will write it in 

brackets): 

- organisational/acquisition/negotiation issues (e.g data scout) (Alex and Magdalena) 
- NSI as data owner (e.g. scraping) (Jacek) 

questions about reproducibility should be covered (e.g. scraped webpages) 
- raw data on premise (AIS, smart meter, job vacancy ) (Alex and Magdalena and the 

Netherlands) 
- off-premise computation (Piet) 

questions of transparency of the code/algorithms/technical processes should be covered 
 
Deadlines:   
During the meeting we WP-internally discussed the strategy for the deliverables below and after the 
meeting they were agreed upon with the project leader and will be presented at the CG meeting on 
22nd May, where the changes are then officially adopted: 

 We postpone K1 (first draft of the quality guidelines)  from M9 to M13, 

 but we will have a partial K1 ready in M9 (early July) ready to be reviewed by the review 

board. 

 This partial K1 will not include the last chapter. 

 We postpone K3 (Revised quality guidelines) from M13 to M17 

 
 
 
Typification (presented by Sonia) 
 
General idea: starting with data sources, the challenges usually are related with quality, treatment is 
related with methodologies. Classification will make small clusters of data sources with similar 
challenges. Thereby, shared processes, shared ways of working should be fostered. Typification could 
be a tool to avoid different pipelines for similar problems. 
The answers of the questionnaire should help us group the data sources into clusters with similar 
challenges. 
It will be more profiling than a decision tree. 
 
The roadmap is more loosely defined than guidelines. 
 
Why are the questions in the questionnaire asked as they are?  
Instead of asking: what is the (statistical) unit in your data, we ask: do you know the unit; in „data“ 
you can describe if you have the unit, if not then the challenge can be described.When the solution is 
known it can be described in treatment. 
 
Things to do: 

- Revert the order, describe first source, then metadata, then data itself. 

- Use the wording “background variables” instead of “categorical variables” 

- change aggregates question to ”Do you have the necessary variables to reach the relevant 

granularity level?” 

- change categorical variable question to “Is there background information that you need to 

link the base units of the data set to the statistical unit, but that doesn’t have the base units 

of the dataset?” 



- change variables in the dataset question to “Is there other information to make the dataset 

useful with auxiliary data (NSI or other sources)? 

Dates: 

The questionnaire about the typification will be sent to the WPs (in October) together with an 

explanatory video presentation, going over the questions in the matrix.  The document will be sent 

with a filled example for the MNOs case.They have to return it one week before the December 

meeting. 

 

Literature Review (presented by Jacek) 

At the moment, 14 reviews have been sent to Jacek. He already prepared the document (pdf) which 

will be uploaded to the Wiki working area of WPK (or ask Mark where to put it).  

The literature review should stay a living document. 

There exists a literature list by David (without review and information in the form of the template). 
Should this list be uploaded on the wiki too? -> David will propose the most important papers from 
his list and we will divide the selected papers to bring them into the format of the review among us, 
we are also all invited to pick additional papers from this list and review them. 
 
When the current document goes online: good opportunity for writing a reminder to other Wps 

leaders to send new literature reviews 

Discussion about the literature review template: 

- should “emails” be stated as input? 

- Can we ask more questions? 

- Are the keywords meaningful as they are now? Are they in a meaningful order? 

 

- Things to do: 

- Update data sources, it should include MNOs 

- Delete “email” in data sources 

- put the 4 quality aspects we now cover in the template as keywords, but we will not 

retrospectively fill-out the already sent in reviews 

 

A best case result would be a database, where one can filter for keywords, but this is not possible on 

the wiki. 

Deadlines: 

Month 13 (so October) for the deliverable, but we can put a preliminary version and the updated 

template on the wiki as soon as the “things to do” are done. When it is uploaded we will remind all 

WPs about this topic. 



DAY 2 

Quality Template 

Discussion if the template should be based on an existing reporting framework like SIMS or the 

UNECE framework for big data or if we should build it from scratch.  

- We decided to use the SIMS as basis (advantage: well-known, no need to start from scratch), 

but we will strip the SIMS of all concepts not relevant us (e.g. because  the resulting statistics 

are not official statistics).  

- Some concepts will be “blown up” (e.g. S.13.3. 4 Processing errors).  

- We will “borrow” the indicators from UNECE’s quality framework and state them in the 

respective concepts. 

- David will fill out the reduced & extended SIMS as test for the MNO data, to see if the 

template is clear, before the template will be sent out to the other WPs. 

We went quickly through the SIMS (only the structure, not the guidelines) and marked concepts 

to leave away. (already implemented here: 

https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/wikis/display/EstatBigData/Quality+Template+-

+Based+on+SIMS+v2) 

We will send out the template in time before the December meeting of the pilots track and we 

want the other WPs to  send it back a few days before the meeting (and present the results at 

the meeting). 

Deadlines and way to go: 

- Send out the reduced SIMS with the suggestion which concepts we keep (already done) 

- Feedback about the reduced SIMS (structure) until Friday 24th of May 

- Reduced SIMS until end of June (with a concept of the needed extensions), includes 

suggestions for adaptations for concepts, definitions and indicators/guidelines. 

- Draft of template has to be ready in October, since we want to send it out to the other WPs 

at least 2 weeks before Vienna Meeting of pilots track. 

 

Methodology (presented by Piet) 

Three groups of methods 

- methods to extract relevant signals:  
data type specific, network analysis, processing huge data sets (IT component), real time 
data analysis (daily,...), privacy preserving things 

- methods to deal with quality issues 
correct for errors, signal drifts (measure sth at point in time, repeat measure later, but 
difficult to reproduce)  methods to auto-correct, correct for missing data, comparability over 
time, is it a real phenomenon or not, is relation changing 

- methods to infer from big data sources  
modelling assumptions, inferring, background information, talk about groups and not about 
individuals, combine with surveys, deviance and variance in big data statistics, 

 

https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/wikis/display/EstatBigData/Quality+Template+-+Based+on+SIMS+v2
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/wikis/display/EstatBigData/Quality+Template+-+Based+on+SIMS+v2


We will send out a questionnaire in which we ask the WPs about the used methods (together with 

the quality template and typification matrix).  The questionnaire includes three questions (according 

to the described groups), plus an open field question. 

WPs should present the used methods also in the December pilots track meeting. 

Discussion if the WP leader themselves should fill out the questionnaire (sometimes not aware of all 

what is going on in their WP), or if they shall send out our questionnaire to all countries. Solution: WP 

leaders should collect the answers from all participating countries, but only one filled out 

questionnaire should be sent back to us by the WP leader. 

Deadlines: 

- Piet prepares a draft of the questionnaire until September 

- This questionnaire will be filled test-wisely for MNO and for AIS data  (also done in 

September) 

- Send out the questionnaire in October 

- ask for reply of WP leader one week ahead of meeting in December 

 

 

Pilot midterm meeting 

For each of the topics “typification”, “quality” and “methodology”, the other WPs will have to 

complete a questionnaire and present the results at the meeting.  

We will structure the meeting along these three blocks (plus an additional block “results or 

intermediate outcomes”) 

We would also like the WPs of the Implementation track to complete the questionnaire, but we are 

not sure yet if they will and what role we will play at the implementation track meeting. Alex will 

coordinate the agenda for both meetings with the project leader and WPF leader. 

We will prepare a video in advance (until end of October), in which we will explain the three 

questionnaires. The video will be a recorded webex meeting. The video will be hosted on the wiki. 

Each block will consist of 100 minutes: 10 minutes talk per WP, 10 minutes discussion immediately 

after the talk of the WP, 20 minutes general discussion afterwards 

Order of the blocks: 

1) Results (moderation Alex) 

2) Typification (moderation Sonia) 

3) Methods (moderation Piet) 

4) Quality (moderation Magdalena) 

Since we have the filled out questionnaires before, the moderators can highlight common topics in 

the discussions. 

 



Next webex: 1
st

 of July, 15.30 

 


